The subject of research is the numerical and experimental analysis of a thin-walled plate with the cut-out, made of the laminate and subjected to the axial compression. In order to ensure the stable plate work in the postcritical range, it need to force its work by higher flexural-torsional form of buckling. The scope of the research included nonlinear numerical analysis with Finite Element Method (FEM) and experimental verification of calculation results. For the composite material in numerical calculations, the model of orthotropic material in the flat state of tension was defined. For the mapping of the plate element coating finite elements of type SHELL was applied with a shape function of the second order to allow the mapping of the composite structure for the element thickness. The experimental research was carried out in a special grips providing the articulated support of the upper and lower edges of the plate. The deformation registration of compression structures were carried out with resistance extensometry. This allowed to define of postcritical equilibrium paths of real structure, showing the dependence of the force to displacement. The instrument used was a numerical program ABAQUS ® .
INTRODUCTION
Continuous development of technology allows to disseminate known, but until recently, reserved mainly for leading industries (including the arms industry or aerospace), composite materials. The participation of composites in emerging structures is growing -these materials are increasingly displacing the traditional engineer materials (metals), where in addition to strength and durability, the important element is a relatively low weight of the structure. The composites are now very common in a variety of industries, such as: automotive, sports, medical (implants), and more and more designers reach for the lightweight materials in the design of building structures [23] . This constant dissemination of modern composite materials forces the researchers to develop increasingly simpler and more optimal tools for the design and production of these materials and to study the behavior of components made of composite materials subjected to different load states. One of the disadvantages of thin-walled composite bearing elements is the possibility of loss of stability in a certain load cases [1, 2, 11, 12, 16, 25÷29, 10÷16] . The uniform, thin plates belong to the group of structural elements relatively cheap to manufacture, but due to the low flexural stiffness they can transfer relatively small loads. When compressed, the loss of stability occurs at low load and has a flexural-torsional character. The known methods for improving the plates carrying capacity through the use of stiffeners or stamping, often lead to a significant change in the design, and sometimes can lead to disorderly growth of weight of the structure. However, there is a way to significantly improve the carrying capacity of this type of structure, even tempted to use this type of thin-walled structures, not only as a carrying capacity elements, but also as the elastic elements.
The idea of improving the carrying capacity involves the forcing work of construction according to the higher form of buckling (flexural-torsional). To bring the plate to work in that form it is necessary to perform a central cut-out in the structure of the plate and initiate the movements of resulting vertical stripes in the opposite direction. In thus, the plate achieved the target form characterized by state work in the postcritical range. This creates the possibility of design plate elements with very favorable nonlinear-elastic characteristics, leading to a substantial increase the value of critical load and increase capacity of the structure. The issues of stability, critical behavior and limit load capacity of plate with holes are described, among others, in [5, 9, 15, 18, 19, 21, 24] .
The subject of contemplated in the present work are a rectangular plates with a central cutout, made of fiber composites with different layout of laminate layers. The scope of the research included the linear and nonlinear issue of stability the plate's composite structures subjected to uniform compression. The study was carried out with using a variety of research methods, combining the issues related to the experimental studies carried out on real composite structures and numerical calculations with using the finite element method. As a numerical tool a commercial package calculation -ABAQUS ® program was used.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In preliminary analyzes of the discussed issues, the subject of research were rectangular plates with cut-outs with variable geometrical parameters, made of fiber composites with different layers of the laminate layout [5] [6] [7] [8] . The scope of the research included issues of linear and nonlinear stability of plate structures with initiated geometric imperfection corresponding to the flexuraltorsional buckling form of structures, subjected to uniform compression. The studies were performed in the field of numerical simulation using FEM and verifying the results by experiments.
The results of the studies to date have shown that the classical FEM approach to the analysis of the post critical state with implemented higher form of buckling for plate with cut-out with [0/-45/45/90] s laminate layers layout, is incompatible with the real behavior of the structure. It failed to obtain a stable, higher, flexural-torsional form of buckling, due to the obtained in experiment plate's jump to the lower form, which was not observed in numerical analysis ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). The received jump phenomenon in the physical model occurs due to a difference in internal energy levels of structure between the lowest and assumed higher form of buckling, which was on the level of 411%. In order to eliminate the phenomenon of the jump in the real structure it was decided to find a method of obtaining the flexural-torsional form as a natural lowest form of buckling. Concept of anty-symmetrical reinforcement of plate surface, by sticking two isotropic strips, near of external vertical edge of plate, one on each side was developed.
Subject of study
The specimen was a rectangular plate with dimensions: A x B = 160 x 80 mm and thickness g = 1.048 mm, weakened by a central cut-out, wherein vertical edges stiffened by strips, made of isotropic material ( In numerical calculations a model of orthotropic material in the flat state of tension was defined. In order to determine the strength of the composite used the tensor failure criterion -Tsai-Wu, dedicated for composite materials. The geometrically nonlinear problem was solved by the Newton-Raphson method [8, 22÷25, 27, 28] . Mechanical properties of the carbon-epoxy laminate used in the tests were collected in Table 1 .
For modeling the composite structure and stiffening stripes shell finite elements were applied having six degrees of freedom in the element node. The used type of the element with the designation of S8R, accounted the element of the second row, with reduced integration, in the area of which through of the thickness, defined the structure of the arrangement of the individual laminate layers. The used type of finite element allows the construction of macroscopic models of discrete thin-walled composite structures, using the model of orthotropic material in a flat state of tension. In the process of discretization the structural finite element mesh, based on the 8-node elements was used, thus ensuring the uniform plate division on finite elements. Dimension of a side single element was equal 1.43 mm, which consequently led to obtain a discrete model compound of 6 228 finite elements of the second row.
The defined boundary conditions of discrete model corresponded to realization of tests in the conducted experimental studies. The articulated support for the upper and lower edge of plate by blocking the translational and rotational degrees of freedom U x = U y = U z = UR y = UR z = 0 on the lower edge and U x = U z = UR y = UR z = 0 on the top edge was defined. The load of model was realized by the uniform loading of the upper edge of the plate in the direction of Y-axis, providing the condition of a uniform displacement in the direction of the applied load of nodes located on the upper edge.
Methodology
The scope of the research included the FEM numerical analysis of linear and nonlinear stability issue, where the calculations were carried out on models with initiated geometric imperfection corresponding to the flexural-torsional form of structure buckling as well as experimental studies, which have enabled a verification of developed computational models.
The experimental tests were carried out on the Zwick Z100/SN3A universal testing machine (Fig. 4) . The plate was supported articulately and loaded uniformly distributed compression force on the upper edge of the plate. All the tests were conducted in standard conditions, at 23°C with constant velocity of the cross-bar equal to 2 mm/ min. For a proper description of the critical and postcritical state of construction, the displacement at selected points of the plate using the resistance extensometry was registered. During the measurements the following variables were additionally recorded: the duration of the measurement, compression force, cross-bar displacement and deflection of samples at selected points.
RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
The carried out researches showed that the used concept of plates with longitudinal reinforcements made of an isotropic material, arranged asymmetrically relative to the plane of plate, allows to obtain a natural, the lowest flexural-torsional buckling form, which showed the stable features during the loading process.
The critical buckling mode obtained from the experiment and FEM are compared in Figures 5-7 . From both method the same mode have been obtained.
The above presented results show qualitative and quantitative convergence of critical load in numerical calculations with experimental results. The value of critical force appointed by these methods was fraught with error not exceeding 15%. Figure 8 illustrates the influence of stiffeners in a form of strips on the value of the critical force.
As can be observed, the use of a new concept allows to increase the value of the critical force almost five times.
In the second stage of the calculation, constituting the solution of the nonlinear stability the plate work in postcritical state with forced the higher, flexural-torsional form of plate buckling was analyzed.
Post-critical equilibrium paths were also determined for the nodes experiencing maximal amplitudes of displacement. Figure 9 present the The postcritical equilibrium paths designated in the experiment show lower rigidity than numerical calculations results, but the maximum differences do not exceed 16%. This fact is related to higher rigidity of the numerical model, for which the ideal conditions of analysis are maintained, which is also consistent with the results of similar studies published in the literature [2, 3] . These conclusions have important practical meaning in the aspect of the calculation of that type structure for use as elastic elements.
CONCLUSIONS
In the presented study the analysis of thinwalled composite plates with cut-outs and with a) b) stiffeners in a form of strips, subjected to uniform compression were considered. The linear (buckling) and nonlinear (postbuckling) behaviour of stability with using FEM and with experiment verification of the results were analysed. On the combined results, the following conclusions can be formulated:
1. The classical approach of fem to the analysis of post critical states with implemented a higher form of buckling is incompatible with the real behavior of the structure.
2. In the fem model the higher buckling form in the post critical range is stable and staid, while in the physical model of the structure appears a jump to lowest form of buckling (on the lower energetic level).
3. The jump to the lowest form of buckling in the physical model is due to the high difference in the internal energy levels of the structure between the lowest and implemented the higher form of buckling.
4. The plates concept with longitudinal reinforcements arranged asymmetrically to the plates plane and made of isotropic material, which was used, allows to get a natural, the lowest flexural-torsional form of buckling.
5 The posbuckling equilibrium paths for the real structure and the numerical model with the reinforcements, retain the staid character, confirming the validity of the adopted in the numerical calculation the plate model of construction, enabling the description of the nonlinear stability issue.
6. The above indicates the possibility of extending further studies on the research of structures damage process by experiment and numerical calculations.
